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About This Game

Bomight is a short time attack platformer.Find and defeat the purple demon in as short a time as possible.

What you have to to do.

1:Get 3 keys from large enemies.

2:Open the gate with that 3 keys.

3:Defeat the purple demon.
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A very enjoyable game if you liked the first then you will like this.. I'm a fan of Pandemic the board game, and I've found this
online version really enjoyable to play solo. (I've read that some people wish there were multiplayer and/or AI options, but these
wouldn't be relevant to me.)

This online version of Pandemic has an interface that's intuitive; its mechanics are flawless*; and the graphics communicate
what's happening in the game effectively.

There are only a couple of minor annoyances I have: the sound effects are irritating (I turned them off VERY quickly); the
useful Undo feature is inconsistently available (e.g. for a player's final action); and the Discard excess cards option should not let
you discard Events so easily.

*At present (November 2018) it has one bug that means that I have to abandon about 1 game in 10, but I'm hoping this is a
teething problem that will be fixed.
. Blue Whale is one of the least interesting horror games I have played. I purchased it because I kind of liked the Creepypasta it
was (very loosely) based off of, and enjoy the indie\/pixel-horror subgenre quite a lot. Unfortunately this game doesn't take a
whole lot from the creepypasta it is based on, and lacks any real direction in general. There is not a whole lot here in terms of
horror either. I felt more bored and dissopointed than I felt fearful. The game even tries to have a sense of humor that doesn't
mesh with the horror aspects either, which wouldn't be a huge deal breaker if the sense of humor was actually funny. Also, I do
not think there is any save feature here, which makes the experiance even more frustrating. That said, I do believe that this game
is the developer's first public project, so there is nowhere to go but up. I would love to see this developer improve in the future,
even if their first outing was a dissopointment.. Excellent puzzle game and platform game. Lots of fun+unique puzzle
mechanics, great music, and good puzzle/level design. Highly recommend.. As a fan of Gun Rocket I definitely wanted to try
this game and can say I didn't regret finishing it the first time...
While starting a New Game+ I was positively surprised by some of the ideas implemented to make the levels a lot harder. I kept
playing till I got stuck here:
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=918808473
I tried and tried, but had to contact the developer. He decided to the change the level and I finally got an update:
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=960265412
I was still excited and continued playing past the 1st boss in New Game+. At a certain moment - while at this level 'Detour' - I
came to the conclusion that the games wasn't a fun experience anymore; there was just too little room for error (again), and with
that in mind, you were forced to move very slowly a lot of the time. Not a problem in case of a short level experience, but that
wasn't the case a lot of the time. That aside, it's not possible to move backwards nor use a 'handbrake' or similar to completely
park the triangle\/rocket, making it only harder (especially with your 'Luv', where you sometimes need 4 eyes); not only
unforgiven, also unfair I had to conclude, partially caused by slowness = annoyance. Checkpoints are recommended in some
levels, but there are none.

A few recommendations for an update:
- 'Reverse gear' = moving backwards; only being able to make turns and rotate, often means dying through 1\/3 edges of the
triangle, because there's little room for error (in New Game+);
- The possibility to completely park the triangle, not moving a pixel;
- Level tests in New Game+...the progression in difficulty didn't always make sense, caused by a time limit, gravity (%) or fuel
limitations;
- Level screen! Could have motivated me to continue or maybe I could have skipped a few levels first, if that would have been
an option. I didn't have any insight regarding my progress, I could only find some numbers in the game data...

That being said, I can actually still recommend playing this game, because there's enough fun before you start a New Game+ -
which I don't expect everyone to start anyway. I just have mixed feelings about the New Game+ Mode and actually regret
having started it...I could eventually finish it, but when something's not entertaining anymore, it's better to stop. I left the game
with a bad taste in my mouth.

7\/10 - If you like Gun Rocket and are good at it, definitely try this, but think twice prior starting a playthrough in New Game+..
A classic I was introduced to on the PS1. I enjoyed it, but the whole use an entire memory card for one game prevented me
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from ever really getting into it. Now the the original PC version is available, I can thoroughly enjoy it as it was meant to be
played. Dated? Yes, but still solid after all these years.. 9 dragons is way too many. Didn't have much time for VR today. Project
Cars 2 took forever to download and my wife had me working on the "Honey Do" list this Sunday afternoon. Quickly DL'd Flip
the Table and destroyed the first 2 rooms twice. I feel great now. The wife asked me what I was doing and soon she was
destroying rooms! Great simple game to work off some bad vibes. Highly recommend and hope for more updates.. quot;Air
Control" of puzzle platformer games. Even share same Unity engine!

Good thing I got this for a price of CS:GO crate I sold. Game has absolutly no soundtrack and lot to repetive puzzle elements
that are mostly based how luck box you control bounce off.

And price without discount - 10 EUR?!?! It should be taken down for scamming gamers.
If you really plan to spend 10 EUR on puzzle platformer games - go buy LIMBO instead this♥♥♥♥♥♥
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This game has quite a lot of potential. I'm looking forward to full ver of this game. (they should add hand break and multiplayer
mod). Boring, run-of-the-mill tower defence game. Lots of repetition, not much challenge.
Localisation to English is questionable in places.. This is one of the best routes I have ever purchased! The scenery is fantastic,
has good amount of rolling stock and two great detailed locomotives! This is a must have for any train sim user!. 10/10 VR
Experience
Mind Blowing Stuff !. Very entertaining! Could get tedious at times but the constant flow of zombies always keep you on edge.
This is what Dead Frontier 2 could have been. However, there are little things that gets annoying. A lot of the items can only be
placed in specific areas and that is very confusing. It would also be better if there are more zombie types. But overall, a great
game!
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